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Civilizations of the Andes
• Andes Mountains run along Western South America
• Andean peoples adapted to living at high altitudes of the 

Andes mountains
– Drink tea of coca leaves to fight altitude sickness
– Cultivated the potato, well-suited to even weak soils
– Domesticated the llama, suited for carrying loads on mountains



Civilizations of the Andes
– Waru Waru: Farming technique combining raised beds with 

irrigation channels to prevent damage by soil erosion during 
floods













Civilizations of the Andes
• Nazca: 200 BCE - 600 CE in the coastal desert region 

between the ocean and the Andes mountains
• Known for the “Nazca Lines,” giant geoglyphs viewable 

only from the sky, which may have pointed to water 
sources for irrigation











Civilizations of the Andes
• Moche: 100 CE - 700 CE in the coastal desert region North of 

the Nazca where they built enormous brick temples
• Built road networks and irrigation systems that were later 

adopted by the Inca
• Famous for their unique ceramic drinking jars, which depict 

animals, expressive human faces, and sexual acts



























Olmecs
• One of the earliest Mesoamerican civilizations

– Mesoamerican = Mexico and Central America

• Lived in tropical gulf coast of Southern Mexico
from 1500 BCE to 400 CE

• Lacked wheeled vehicles and draft animals (domesticated 
animals for labor)

• Best known for impressive colossal stone heads, which may 
represent rulers or gods

• First Mesoamericans to build pyramids and create calendars
• May have been the first to develop a writing system

– Writing has only been invented three times in history, in Mesopotamia, in 
China, and in Mesoamerica







Maya
• Lived between Southern Mexico and 

Northern Central America
• Reached height from 250 CE to 900 CE, 

building great cities
• The Maya were not an Empire, but a group 

of culturally-similar city-states, connected 
by trade and warfare

• Kings and priests were at the top of 
society, merchants and artisans in the 
middle, farmers and slaves at the bottom
– Farmers required to pay taxes in crops and work on 

government construction projects
– Main staple crops in Mesoamerica were maize (corn), 

beans, and squash





Maya
• The Maya made advances 
– Math- Developed the concept of zero
– Architecture- Built great pyramids 

topped with temples to the gods
– Astronomy- Charted the movement of 

the sun, moon, planets, and stars, and 
used what they learned to create an 
accurate 365-day calendar

– Writing- Developed a hieroglyphic 
writing system and kept records







Maya
• The cause of Maya decline is unknown 

but scholars have theories
– Environmental damage due to overuse of 

natural resources
– Warfare over competition for land that 

destroyed crops
– Abuse of power by kings causing 

rebellions



Working in groups, read the text and answer the 
questions below in discussion, not in writing. When 
finished, discuss and answer the quaestio as a group and 
in writing.

• What do we know about how the Mesoamerican Ball 
Game was played? 

• What purposes did the game serve other than just for 
fun? 

• How was human sacrificed used in the Ball Game, and 
who was sacrificed? Was it fair? 

• Do you think this game was a positive or a negative 
part of Mesoamerican society? Why or why not? 


















